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September, 2019
This quarter’s issue welcomes 
the familiar posterior of a BMW 
F31 chassis 3 series wagon, 
owned and operated by a well 
known local photographer 
named Alex Bellus. Look for his 
story on page 4 within!

 
If  you would like to see your car 
or BMW content on the cover 
of the next newsletter, feel free 
to email submission requests 
to editor@northstarbmw.org! 

“North Star Bavarian” is published by the North Star Chapter of the BMW Car Club of America, Inc. 
Please address correspondence to P.O. Box 16256, Saint Paul, MN 55116. All information furnished 
herein is provided by membership for members only. Ideas, suggestions and opinions, technical or 
otherwise, are those of the authors, without authentication by or liability to the officers of the Club. 

Unless specifically stated otherwise, the Club endorses no person, product, service or business. North 
Star Chapter, Inc. is a non-profit Minnesota corporation.

This newsletter and other information about the chapter may be found on the internet at:
www.northstarbmw.org

Contact for Ad rates:
advertising@northstarbmw.org

Artwork - TIFF or PDF preferable, Macintosh or IBM compatible to:
editor@northstarbmw.org

Deadlines for next full newsletter:
Copy and advertising to editor no later than the 10th of the month preceding publication date,

or contact editor@northstarbmw.org

Typical Publication Dates:
4/15, 6/15, 9/15, 12/15

What’s Inside       

On The Cover       
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Upcoming Club Events

Apple Harvest Express
September 21st, 2019 - 9AM

Kohl’s parking lot - Cottage Grove, MN
See Motorsportreg for more details!

The Great Galena Road Trip
October 11th-13th, 2019  

Target 15560 Pilot Knob Road, Apple Valley, MN
See Motorsportreg for more details!

Annual North Star winter dinner
January 25, 2020

Gasthaus Bavarian Hunter
8390 Lofton Ave N, Stillwater, MN 55082 

See Motorsportreg for more details!
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The All New BMW 5 Series 

WINNER OF THE 2018 CENTER 
OF EXCELLENCE AWARD

AT EVERY TURN,
WE OUTPERFORM.

THE  THRILL OF A BMW
Take a test drive today and you’ll see what we mean.
Proud to support North Star Chapter of BMW
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From Plan to Execution

Most people don't just drive halfway across the country and back for the hell of it. But after 
recently purchasing my Þrst BMW, a 2014 328d xDrive Sportwagon, and realizing just how 
amazing it was at gobbling up miles, I knew I had to get away on a road trip. The second push 
came from my wife, who was in the midst of planning a week-long road trip from Boston, MA 
back to Minneapolis with one of her childhood friends.

So with just three weeks until Monterey Car Week kicked off, I Þgured this was my chance to go. 
As a freelance photographer, I didn't have a boss I needed to check with Þrst. I just made sure 
not to book any shoots during the week I'd be gone and started making plans. Even though fuel 
costs were roughly equal to what it would cost to ßy to SFO and rent a car for the week, I knew 
that Þnding a hotel or AirBnB anywhere near Monterey during Car Week would be Þnancially 
ruinous.

So instead, I made the ambitious plan to drive my new BMW and sleep in it as much as I could. 
I had a full-sized camping mattress leftover from my Toyota overlanding days, which turned out 
to be a nearly perfect Þt in the back of the wagon. With a few blankets and plenty of pillows, it 
was almost as comfortable as sleeping in my own bed. I had just enough room to comfortably Þt 
my 5'11" frame in the back and still get the liftgate to close.

Throw in a few power inverters to keep camera gear and my laptop charged while I was on the 
road, and I had my mobile photo studio and living quarters ready to go.

Minneapolis to Monterey
   Words and photos by:  Alex Bellus
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Hitting the Road

I didn't just want to drive straight to Monterey and come straight back. There's no joy in that. 
Instead, I planned my route carefully to Þnd the most interesting route I could piece together 
with the time I had. Leaving Minneapolis, I would head north through North Dakota and 
immediately turn left and drive south when I reached Billings, Montana. This would take me 
through Yellowstone National Park, from which point I would head west towards Lake Tahoe, 
and onwards through California to Monterey.

The Þrst day of driving took me about 920 miles to the Parkside Campsite, just north of the 
incredible Beartooth Pass Highway. The Þrst day on the road wasn't particularly interesting as 
most of the northern midwest is pretty ßat, but approaching the west side of North Dakota, I 
started seeing more hills. It was easy to get lost in thought as hundreds of miles of farmland, 
railroads, and truck stops whizzed past. Stopping in Red Lodge, MT to top off with diesel and 
get a bite to eat, I could see the mountains surrounding Yellowstone to the south. As I made my 
way to my campsite, I could see the sun teasing the mountaintops. Checking into my campsite 
could wait. I had the Beartooth Pass to myself with nothing but a glorious sunset to spoil the fun.

I spent the next 90 minutes tackling switchbacks and climbing towards the summit as the light 
faded. Knowing IÕd be making my way back down the mountain in the dark, I Þgured I better dial 
back the ambition, slow myself down, and enjoy the view for a bit. I found an empty pullout and 
parked for a bit to grab some photos and watch the sun set over the mountains. The once 
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blazing orange sky faded to pink, then an inky purple as the sun crept out of view. It feels like 
there are a lot fewer guard rails along the slithering ribbon of tarmac when you’re crossing the 
mountain pass in the dark. Luckily, I kept my speeds down and made it safely back to my 
campsite. It was pitch black by the time I settled in, but from the sound of the rushing water from 
the nearby river, it was a perfect place to catch a few winks under the stars.

Auto Edge 
651-777-6924 

We service most vehicle makes and models 
Rental cars available at our location

Pick Up and Delivery options available  Professional Alignments to suit your driving needs 

Custom Roll Cage Design and Installation

In-house dyno 

Maintenance, Performance, and Track Prep

Check out our project cars on
AutoEdgeRacing.com

We are your local source for Active Autowerke,  
Fabspeed, Moton, Forgeline, HRE and more! 
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A Mad Dash West

I awoke the next morning to temperatures hovering just above freezing. It had been a cold night 
and even before the sun crested the peaks, I was behind the wheel, ready to get moving. I hit 
the road at 5:15 AM and again, had the Beartooth Pass to myself. I crested the summit of 
Beartooth Mountain at sunrise and stopped for a few photos before making my descent into 
Yellowstone. 

Although Beartooth Pass is as beautiful as it is desolate, the several small towns surrounding 
the entrance to the park were packed to the gills with tourists as they loaded up their SUVs and 
minivans for a day of sightseeing. Although the trafÞc standing between me and the rest of my 
15-hour day on the road, I was forced to slow down and observe the beauty of the park.
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Leaving the park, I crossed from Wyoming into the southwestern tip of Montana one last time 
before entering Idaho. Here, the pine-covered mountains I had seen in Yellowstone started to 
become more barren as the rocky hills turned a peachy shade of orange. 

For a reason I have yet to Þgure out, Idaho was crawling with Highway Patrol ofÞcers so I made 
sure to keep my speeds in check, even with their welcome 80-MPH speed limits. The near-
ballistic cruising speeds were a godsend as I didn’t have much time to stop. I had to make it to a 
cheap hostel I had found on Lake Tahoe by 7:00 PM before the front desk staff left for the night. 
That meant that I kept my foot down as much as I could through Idaho and Nevada.

As I hit Reno, I noticed a very clear delineation between the glitz and glam of “the Biggest Little 
City in the WorldÓ and the forest-covered mountains surrounding Lake Tahoe. ItÕs amazing to 
see such a massive change in scenery in such a short distance, but a welcome one. I wasn’t 
expecting such a fun, twisting run through the mountains to reach Lake Tahoe either, but I made 
sure to enjoy myself. I had places to be and luckily trafÞc seemed to be moving briskly, as if they 
were aware I was a man on a mission. 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And suddenly, Lake Tahoe appeared through a gap in the trees. Its crystal blue waters 
extending toward the hill-lined horizon. As I approached my hostel for the night, I marveled at 
the beautiful homes and folksy, small-town shops that lined the main drive through town. After 
another 900 miles on the road, I had no problem falling asleep, although my wagon proved to be 
comÞer than the dorm-room style mattress I had for the night.

California Dreaming

I had a relatively short 7-hour drive ahead of me on Thursday as I snaked my way south through 
California towards the Monterey peninsula. I made plans to meet up with my friend Scott at 
Canepa Motorsports in Scotts Valley. He had ßown in that morning and rented a Boxster to 
enjoy during Car Week. We both had the same idea and made a bee line for the concentration 
of state forests and their twisty roads between San Jose and the PaciÞc Ocean. 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I can’t recall ever driving roads that undulated as much as those between Castle Rock State 
Park and Big Basin Redwoods State Park. The scenery was just as magical as the roads 
themselves, with massive redwoods reaching towards the clouds on either side of the narrow 
road.

Although Scott and I took different routes, we both arrived at Canepa within seconds of each 
other. Each year during Car Week, the shop opens its doors to enthusiasts to explore their 
insane collection of cars that isn’t racing or on display in Monterey. As a massive Porsche fan, I 
was blown away by all the rare race and street cars on display or being worked on. Epic 917s, 
956s, 962s, 935s, and more seemed to be lurking around every corner. Of course, Canepa has 
become famous for federalizing Porsche’s iconic 959, and now they even build their own 
variant, called the 959S. We counted at least half a dozen 959s around the shop during our 
visit. 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As we left, there was a gorgeous Porsche 911, reimagined by Singer Vehicle Design parked out 
front. Another visitor casually noted that this was the second Singer 911 he’d seen there today. 
Just as I was hopping in my own car, feeling a faint tinge of jealousy that it wasn’t a Singer of 
my own, I noticed a gorgeous Ford GT40 Mk IV being loaded onto an enclosed trailer behind 
the shop. Slowly sneaking past the gate, one of the guys loading the car waved to me, signaling 
that it was okay to be back there. They were even kind enough to stop what they were doing for 
a minute while I snapped a couple of photos.
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Scott and I grabbed a quick lunch and made our way into Monterey. Within minutes, I was blown 
away by the cars I saw in trafÞc. Although the Lancia Stratos and bare-carbon McLaren P1 were 
certainly impressive, my jaw hit the ßoor when I saw a black Ferrari F50 drive by, with three red 
examples in tow, a few seconds behind it. That general feeling of awe stayed with me for hours 
as I explored downtown Monterey. 

Scott and I reconnected that evening at the RM SothebyÕs Auction where we explored some of 
the incredible offerings they had on display, including a number of IMSA BMWs including 3.0 
CSL, 320i, and E30 M3 race cars. Of course, the biggest draw of the night was the incredible 
McLaren F1 with its High Downforce Kit and LM-spec engine on a pedestal in front of the 
auction site. Inside, I got a closer look at the Þrst Porsche ever built, as well as numerous other 
high-value and incredibly special vehicles.
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McLaren F1 with its High Downforce Kit and LM-spec engine on a pedestal in front of the 
auction site. Inside, I got a closer look at the Þrst Porsche ever built, as well as numerous other 
high-value and incredibly special vehicles.

Off To The Races

Although I didn’t mention it until now, one of the main reasons that led me to make this trip was 
to shoot for a friend that was racing his 1976 Porsche 934 in the Rolex Monterey Motorsports 
Reunion. I had photographed his car in January so he could submit the photos for his entry into 
this event and it seemed only Þtting that I was there to shoot the car again as it turned some 
laps in anger.
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To maximize my time at Weathertech Raceway Laguna Seca, I made sure to buy camping 
passes for the weekend and found a decent campsite between Turns 10 and 11. Although it 
wasn’t the most beautiful scenery in the world compared to some of the other campsites I’d be 
staying at on my trip, thereÕs something special about waking up to the sound of race cars Þring 
up their engines in the morning. Most mornings, I’d wake up to a cool, thick fog blanketing the 
entire track. This made for some really surreal photos as I walked around the quiet paddock 
before most of the spectators and even drivers showed up.

Because of the minimal amount of planning I had done before this trip, I didn’t bother to secure 
media passes. Instead, I wanted to see if I could make the most of shooting from behind the 
fences. Laguna Seca is one of those tracks that offer pretty signiÞcant access for fans, with lots 
of great vantage points and only the occasional fence to get between you and the action. That 
made it easy to make the most of my three days at the track as I shot the majority of the run 
groups throughout the weekend. 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There was some really great racing going on, especially given how difÞcult many of these cars 
can be to drive when compared to their modern equivalents. ItÕs really easy to appreciate how 
visceral a lot of these cars can be and it made my wonder why so few modern race cars look or 
sound this good anymore.
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When there were breaks in the action, it was fun to walk through the paddock and take closer 
looks at all of the beautiful machines that had just been out on track. The smell of race gas and 
hot brakes, mixed with the aromas of fried food from the concession area nearby was 
intoxicating, and it was fascinating to chat with some of the drivers about what it’s like to muscle 
these relics around the track at speed.

Homeward Bound

Realizing that Car Week was coming to an end, I packed up a bit early on Sunday and left 
around lunch time to make the 5-hour drive to Sequoia National Forest, where I was planning on 
camping for the night. This time, I made sure to Þnd my campsite before dark and IÕm glad I did. 
It was a gorgeous site with lush trees, big boulders, and a cool stream running adjacent to 
where I’d be sleeping for the night. Although it was still pretty warm when I arrived, the sun was 
setting fast and a quick dip in the creek helped me cool down and unwind for the evening. I 
spent the night editing photos under the stars before drifting off.
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It was a gorgeous site with lush trees, big boulders, and a cool stream running adjacent to 
where I’d be sleeping for the night. Although it was still pretty warm when I arrived, the sun was 
setting fast and a quick dip in the creek helped me cool down and unwind for the evening. I 
spent the night editing photos under the stars before drifting off.

Waking up on Monday, I felt stiff and restless. At some point in the evening, my air mattress had 
sprung a leak, leaving me sleeping on just a blanket covering my seat-backs. Still, it felt nice to 
not have to commute to a boring ofÞce in a ton of trafÞc. Instead, I hit the road at sunrise, 
picking a route that encompassed the twistiest bits of road I could Þnd. It turned out to be a wise 
move as the roads, as well as the vistas they passed, were stunning. This leg of the trip would 
cover about 680 miles, but given the ambling, exploratory nature of my route, it wound up taking 
almost 15 hours.
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During that time, I crossed through Death Valley National Park at one of the hottest times of the 
summer. If the heat didn’t scramble my brain, the sights certainly did. Although I failed to get my 
camera out in time, I was blown away by the sight of four Bugatti Chirons rolling in formation 
through the scorching hot wasteland. Their convoy came around a bend and zipped past with 
the thunderous roar of 64 combined cylinders and 16 turbochargers as if it was a mirage. I’m 
still not sure what I saw was even real. Add to that numerous camoußaged vehicles undergoing 
hot weather testing and Death Valley proved to be one of the most entertaining stretches of road 
I’d seen.

Later in the afternoon, I also passed through Zion National Park. As beautiful as its rippled, red 
rocks were, the long line at the front gate and hordes of tourists were a bit of a let down. I was 
happy to make my way out the other side and enjoyed a much more relaxed cruise to my Þnal 
destination for the day in Torrey, UT.

Little did I know but Torrey, UT is right at the entrance to one of America’s hidden gems as far as 
National Parks go. Capitol Reef National Park was just a 10 minute jaunt from my hotel. Here, I 
saw red-washed walls of rock, sparkling, crystal-clear creeks, and ßourishing forests. It was truly 
an oasis in an otherwise desolate area. The rock formations changed dramatically as I drove 
through them. 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From there, I’d make my way through the Rocky Mountains towards Denver, CO where I stayed 
with family for the evening before making my way back to Minneapolis. Passing through the 
Rockies, I couldn’t help but dread the last leg of my trip. I’d seen so many beautiful parts of the 
country and driven so many incredible stretches of road that the closer I got to Denver and the 
more trafÞc I encountered, the more I just wanted the trip to be over. I didnÕt want the boring 
parts to overshadow what had so far been the trip of a lifetime.
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Making the Þnal 13-hour drive to Minneapolis from Denver was one of the most challenging 
stretches. In addition to the horrible commuter trafÞc as I left Denver at 6:00 AM, there was 
nothing scenic or interesting of note for the vast majority of the trip. That being said, it gave me 
great opportunity to look back on all the special moments of the journey and appreciate the 
incredible roads I did get to drive.

In total, I covered 4,745 miles over 8 days on the road. I crossed through 12 states, including 
Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada, California, Arizona, Utah, 
Colorado, Nebraska, and Iowa, and visited 4 National Parks and so many State and National 
Forests that I lost count. Throughout the entire journey, I was impressed to average 37.5 MPG 
out of my 328d wagon that served as both transportation and lodging for the majority of my trip. 
And through it all, the car didnÕt skip a beat. Honestly, I was surprised I enjoyed so much 
intensive time in the car. Most driving days were 12 to 15 hours at a time, only stopping for 
photos, fuel, or to release excess ßuids. Maybe IÕm crazy but I canÕt wait to do it all over again!
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HAWK vintage at Road America
   Words and photos by:  Erik Berger

Vintage is a fairly loose term these days, with anything from 
just a few years of age and beyond technically falling under the 
umbrella,  
Racing is also one of these loosely defined words with many 
possible meanings, contexts and uses. 
 
Combining the above though, vintage racing narrows the scope 
to a clear and pointed context full of many nostril hair erecting 
odors, cilia damaging sounds, retina focusing details though. 
Vintage racing is the most pure form of returning to the auto-
motive ‘good ol days’. 
 
Once a year, Road America in Elkhart lake, WI becomes Mecca 
for the vintage racing petrol head, drawing vehicles and peo-
ple alike from all over the country, and usually internationally 
as well. Down town Elkhart Lake is awash with million plus 

dollar four wheeled fire-breathers, the tracks entrances are staffed 
with Tyvek wrist band applying, waiver issuing staff, efficiently 
metering all who enter the grounds to their weekend home on 
the grounds of the race track’s huge breadth of grassy expanses 
interwoven with the race track itself.  
 
Pits and paddocks are immediately filled with seemingly titanic 
proportion race trailers, many with extended canopies anchored 
out and covering the weekend racers’ cars. Openly walking 
through paddocks extending deep in to the horizon, crews work 
feverishly in to the night to prepare the vehicles, drivers and 
equipment for what lies ahead on race weekend. Ford GTs inter-
woven with Bugatti type 35s and McLaren Sennas. All decades 
of automotive production for the US Market are well represented 
in their classes or run groups. Old men swapping stories of car 
control and lap times, while turning wrenches and preparing food 
over a cold beer or mixed drink. 
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Musical symphonies can seldom compete with the variety of noises 
generated in the paddocks of track events like these vintage week-
ends. Flat head pre-war V8s idle wetly next door to shrill 10,000-rpm 
race V8s from the 1980s, 49-cc two stroke pit bikes buzz by and aero 
V12 engines dating back twice as far as the ages of most racers force 
combusted gas through open exhaust ports. Aside from a compressed 
air charge and a liquid fuel, these race vehicles share little in com-
mon, but the men and women that pilot each and every one sit side 
by side in the paddock and in grid with the same automotive passion 
for old race winning machines and their simplicities or complexities 
that makes each one uniquely different to operate than a modern-
equivelant automobile. 
 
Morning of race day breaks, just a peek of sunshine glaring over the 
tree canopy, illuminating the top section of tents across the turn 8 
infield camping area, the high voltage PA speaker squawks in to life 
with the familiar sounds of an announcer stating run group x to grid 
in 15 minutes.  
Shallow grunting, zipper sounds of tents opening and passing mutual 
‘good mornings’ float off between campsites as friends and individ-
uals form their plans for the day on which run groups are at what 
times, food plans and which corners were best to watch or photo-
graph the weekends dozens of vehicle run groups, with hundreds of 
now-aged vehicles. 
 

Thin ribbons of tarmac strewn around the grounds of Road Amer-
ica, plugged with spectators driving  from one edge to the other, 
high visibility wearing men and women directing most away from 
paddock areas and race course entries, spectator parking lots which 
are ripe with vehicles costing significantly more than several race 
cars of the weekend. Our group found the one way out on to the 
main road back in to down town Elkhart Lake, just narrowly beat-
ing a fairly significant sky darkening thunderstorm and beelined 
for a tap room in the lovely little town to wait out the race delays 
and wet, cold weather that most unwelcome to see moving in. 
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Run group after aged run group grids up in the pit lane 
as green flags send racers on their way.  

Turn 8, the carousel camping area is where our easy up 
pop up tent canopies met their maker the night prior 
with heavy winds and rain, but turn 8 is also home to 
a perfectly formed even radius corner exiting in to the 
carousel lead-in.  Cars of all classes threshold brake 
hard and hurl suspension loads from side to side, be-
fore hammering full throttle through the apex of turn 8 
and firing off to turn 9.

Weather, unfortunately came back around the next day 
though and stopped grids from green flagging around 
the track, so these tarp-clad vintage beasts sit idle 
once again, silent, as mother nature took her sweet 
time sneezing her last. Hours dragged on and rain, al-
though light was very persistent. Waiting came to and 
end after a few hours and my group started packing 
up mangled, soaking wet tents and bedding in to our 
vehicles just as the rain picked back up again, and we 
were off, headed back to the cities.

Two Tesla supercharge stops later, we’re back in Min-

HAWK vintage at Road America nesota, with bright and sunny weather. 
 
Unpacking the soaked camping gear and letting the sun dry 
the tents and canopies on a hot bituminous driveway, slicing 
off track side wrist bands, throwing away days of accumulat-
ed camping garbage and recycling. Routines of getting back 
to the daily grind, basking in the limelight of exhaust fume 
soaked laundry and hair as the washing machines and show-
ers of developed, modern life scrub evidence of another 
fabulous petrol-soaked weekend in to the city sewer system.
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The Ultimate Driving Adventure – Namibia
By Gary and Matthew Brown

Our adventure began in 2017 when we stumbled upon a YouTube video promoting 
a multi-day driving tour through southern Africa. The video, produced by the 
BMW Group, highlighted the BMW Tour Experience in Namibia.  Watching the 
BMW X5s traverse over the rugged dry terrain of the desert landscape, we were 
hooked! We knew we had to be part of this driving adventure.
Back then, the tours were coordinated in Munich, Germany. We added our names 
to the list for one of the eight-day tours in 2019.  The tours are limited to 12 partic-
ipants with two people per vehicle. And, from what we had heard, they sell out 
every year. Last August we received an email that the registration was open, so 
we reserved our spots for the late April tour.  The tour sold out in about two hours.
It was no surprise that BMW selected Namibia for this tour. 

Matt by our X3 on the first off road excursion near the Okapuka Ranch
The week was spent driving the X3 across a wide variety of terrains, includ-
ing mountainous off-road treks, sandy dry riverbeds, large sand dunes and 
very dusty gravel roads, which make up most of the Namibian roadways.  
One important safety skill you learn quickly is how to stay out of the dust 
cloud of the vehicle in front of you.   While driving on narrow sandy roads, 
thorn bushes would rub up against the car.  The locals referred to this as the 
“Kalahari Car Wash!”
Of the approximately 1,000 km we drove during the week, only about 10% 
was on asphalt roads.  Having to navigate different types of terrain, the 
guides teach you how to use the traction control, hill descent control and 
when to use the manual shift mode.  Regardless of the terrain and condi-
tions, the X3 handled whatever was thrown at it the entire trip.  

Namibia was a German colony until they gained their independence in 1990.  Even 
today, there is still a very strong German influence that can be seen throughout the 
country, including German street signs, German food and German beer.  Our group 
was comprised of eight people from Germany, a couple from Malaysia and then us 
representing the U.S.  Early on, we were labeled “Team America.”
The tour allows participants to experience the capabilities of the X3 across a section 
of central Namibia.  The vehicles are modified only by raising the height 20 millime-
ters, the placement of an aluminum plate across the bottom, an extra dust filter, a full 
front tow hook and a two-way radio to keep in contact with the guides.  Typically, X5s 
are used for these tours, but due to the release of the new X5, BMW South Africa was 
unable to secure enough vehicles for the 2019 tours.  However, they will be back in 
2020.
 

  
However, the excursion is not only about the driving experiences. BMW does an 
outstanding job of mixing in other activities throughout the week.  For example, 
since you can’t drive yourself in the game reserves, we were treated to safari 
treks complete with a driver and local tracker.  Other experiences included a 
cheetah feeding, dinners in the bush, and a visit to a native Bushman village.  
    

The trip concluded with a 400 km drive, almost entirely on gravel roads from 
the town of Swakopmund back to Windhoek.  That evening BMW organized an 
elegant farewell dinner for the group in the hotel’s wine cellar.  It was rather bit-
tersweet that after more than a year of planning, the trip was coming to an end.  
However, we enjoyed every minute of this experience and cannot praise BMW 
enough for the job they did organizing and running this excursion.  
To learn more about BMW Africa Tours, visit:
https://www.bmw-drivingexperience.com/en/trainings/bmw-driving-experience/
bmw-tour-experience/bmw-tour-experience-africa.html
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